MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES: GOVERNANCE, RISK AND COMPLIANCE (GRC) CONSULTING SERVICE

IT SECURITY COMPLIANCE
EXPERTISE THAT GROWS
SUCCESS AND CUTS RISK
MAINTAIN THE CONFIDENTIALITY, INTEGRITY AND AVAILABILITY OF
SENSITIVE ENTERPRISE DATA WITH COMPREHENSIVE CONSULTING,
AUDITING AND STRATEGIC SECURITY PLANNING
Today’s organisations rely heavily on large, complex IT infrastructure
to process huge volumes of sensitive data – not just for day-today operations but for long-term storage too. From employees’ and
customers’ personal information through to confidential financial
records and precious intellectual property, there’s a critical need to
protect data to comply with global regulatory demands and ensure the
future success of the business.
Tata Communications’ Governance, Risk and Compliance consulting
service first assesses your organisation’s current security position. It
then identifies gaps and ensures that data processes adequately meet
regulatory compliance requirements everywhere you do business, so
that you:
• Reduce the risk and cost of compliance by planning your roadmap to
best-practice security
• Meet IT internationally recognised compliance frameworks
• Ensure protection of intellectual property – from SLAs to source codes
• Secure confidentiality of business impact information concerning
finance, mergers/acquisitions etc.
• Maintain brand reputation and avoid costly damage by identifying
data leakage risks from cyberattacks or inadequate processes
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GROWING COMPLIANCE COMPLEXITY DEMANDS AN
EXPERT GUIDING HAND
Imagine the impact of a sensitive data leak. Apart from exposing your
organisation to multiple information security compliance breaches, the
damage to your public reputation and future competitiveness could be
catastrophic. As data protection regulation continues to evolve hand-in-hand
with fast-developing new technology frontiers, meeting increasingly stringent
requirements is more challenging than ever before. And the bigger your
enterprise, the bigger the challenge – with the compliance landscape differing
vastly in many areas of the world.
That’s where Tata Communication’s GRC consulting service comes in. Our
team assesses the current security posture of your organisation against the
latest international frameworks – including (but not limited to) ISO27001,
PCI-DSS and NIST. This gives you a complete picture of enterprise risk
associated with policy, process, infrastructure security, operational security,
managing confidential and critical documents and more.

POWERED BY TATA
COMMUNICATIONS
Tata Communications provides
unparalleled reach and
connectivity options, with a
subsea and terrestrial network
covering 700,000km, which
could circumnavigate the globe
more than 17 times.
Focused on innovation, our
collaborative approach ensures
we deliver the cutting-edge
communications services you
need to keep your enterprise
connected 24/7/365.

Through gap assessments, you’ll gain a clear understanding of your
organisation’s current IT security status. Then we’ll guide you towards
corrective actions that drive your business priorities.

INTRODUCING TATA COMMUNICATIONS’ GRC
CONSULTING SERVICE
Security risk and consulting assessment:
• Gap assessment against security frameworks
• Security audit against industry best practice
• Security strategy to mitigate the risks identified
Compliance assessment and planning:
• Enabling you to conduct regular internal assessments and audits to comply
with various frameworks and certifications such as PCI-DSS, HIPPA, SoX,
ITGC, RBI Guidelines, IRDA Guidelines etc.
• Create compliance reports highlighting non-compliant controls/clauses and
associated risks, including recommendations to meet compliance requirements
Data privacy assessment:
• Business process flow audit and strategy development helps you comply
with data security and privacy acts such as GDPR (EU) and DSCI Data
Privacy (India)
• Data point capture for Personal Identifiable Information (PII) and PII
controls enables review of data privacy principles implementation
• Identification of security weaknesses of existing PII data and
recommendation on controls addresses any gaps

For further information on our Governance, Risk and Compliance Consulting Service, please visit us at
www.tatacommunications.com
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